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ABSTRACT 

By day to day developing the grid systems, it is necessary to apply new methods for allocating the 

resources to achieving the high performance in heterogeneous computing environment. This paper aims to 

seeking for a new approach by which one can allocate the tasks using a modified version of Ant Colony 

Optimization algorithm such that this algorithm cannot be involved in local minimum. Tasks will be 

entered to the system by Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). This method tried to allocate the tasks to the 

processors in short time such that the tolerability of system may be considerably increased against faults. 

Any allocation stage comprised from two different phases and for any phase there has been provided new 

heuristic function. In addition, there will be introduced a new mechanism for updating the ant’s 

pheromone. The results of simulation using JAVA programming language indicates that such approach can 

be used most efficiently for problems of allocating the grid tasks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Grid computing is resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic virtual organizations 

throughout several institutions [1]. Using parallel programs is a reliable choice to attaining the 

higher performance. The advantage of grid computing is that components of applicable program 

mosaic are able to be run on different sources [2].Tasks can be executed on any ready machine in 

any point of the grid. The methods of resource allocation in such a system are the most important 

and complicated problems discussed in the grid. 

According to the Berman, Hey and Foxthe scheduler charges the duty for choosing the best 

resources for processing the works in the grid and the objective for such selection is attaining the 

higher performance and throughput[3]. In this paper we use “resource allocation” instead of using 

the expression “scheduling”. 
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Yet, there are various methods for conducting the resource allocation problem. Most existing 

methods with ability of allocating the resources in the minimum time are classified under 

NP_hardgroup [4]. 

Because the more the grid, the more is the time order of resource allocation, swarm intelligence 

algorithms can produce optimal answer or close to it in very less time. Ant colony optimization is 

one of the algorithms that one can attain acceptable answer by some modifications in it and 

properly choosing the parameters. This paper is going to find a solution  considering new 

parameters for ACO algorithm in linear time and without involving in local minimum can 

produce an optimal answer or close to it.  Because in the real grid environment, tasks have been 

conducted and also it is necessary to consider the time for transferring the data from a task to 

another task, therefore, we used Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG) to display the problem input. 

Therefore we can enjoy graph theory concept to obtain parameters of ACO algorithm. The rest of 

the whole paper is designed as follows. 

[5] is a PhD thesis that has provided a list scheduling based algorithm using DAG graph called 

CCF.  This method comprised two phases functioning based on prioritizing the generation of a 

task in a graph. In [6] there has been provided ACO-based alternatives by which one can 

experience in the current grid environment and immediately make decision. Using past 

information, it, indeed, can adapt itself with new conditions and allocate the resources. As 

indicated in [7], there has been provided a new framework for allocating the tasksin DAG using 

ant colony optimization. This paper used parameters called Average Communication Cost and 

influence coefficient of calculating cost of processors. In his thesis, Ritchie[8] provided a multi-

processor scheduler enjoying the local search and ant colony optimization. Meanwhile in his 

thesis, he has studied types of scheduling, homogenous and heterogeneous. 

Continuously, we will discuss grid resource allocation in DAG in section 2. Section 3 deals with 

reviewing some past methods. Section 4 deals with introducing the antcolony optimization. 

Section 5 provides a proposed method and details of launching. Results of simulation indicated in 

section 6. And section 7 concluded this paper and provides future perspective. 

2. GRID RESOURSE ALLOCATION IN DAG 

In general state, any application in a dynamic environment includes some parallel task. Tasks are 

subprograms needed to be allocated to a number of heterogeneous resources. To model such 

program there is used an ordered graph called Task Graph. In a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) as 

indicated in the form of G=(V,E), thenodes V={��, ��, �� , … , ��} indicate tasks and value 

indicated on them indicates their computation time.	
� � aٍlso indicates the dependency between 

tasks �
 and ��. On the other hand, if in the graph the �
 precedence the ��, �� may not begin its 

work until �
has not been completed. In this model, a task until conducting all parents of that 

node have not been completed, may not be sent to a resource for being processed. The value 

considered on the edge is the communication time of data transfer between tasks. If both parent 

and offspring tasks processed on a same resource, the value of communication time between them 

is considered about zero.  
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Figure 1.a model of DAG 

Table 1. ETC Matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We assume that in any DAG, there is always an input node, ������ as a node with no parent and 

an output node, ���
� as a task with no offspring. When task graph has several entry or exit tasks, 

there is considered a virtual node with no weight for entry or exit node. Figure (1) indicates a 

model of DAG. In this model, V={��, ��, �� , … , ���} is a set comprising from 11 tasks with 

determined running order. For example, T2 and T3 must be fully conducted by which offspring 

T6 can start its work. Table (1) indicates tasks computing cost matrix existing in the program 

independently on different processors. This matrix called execution time of completion cost 

matrix (ETC) is entered to the system as another input of problem.As indicated in figure (1), in 

this paper the computing time for any task, the same as expected execution time is equal with the 

minimum time of running that task on all processors.In addition, it is assumed that the tasks will  

 P1 P2 P3 

T1 4 4 4 

T2 5 5 5 

T3 4 6 4 

T4 3 3 3 

T5 3 5 3 

T6 3 7 2 

T7 5 8 5 

T8 2 4 5 

T9 5 6 7 

T10 3 7 5 

T11 5 6 7 
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be allocated to the resources on non-preemption based and processors may not be allocated to 

another task until last task is completed. 

3. RELATED WORKS 

In [9]there is an algorithm based on ant colony optimization algorithm. It looks for proper 

resources and allocates them to tasks appropriately. Although the algorithm would find an 

optimal processor for each machine, the result is not acceptable enough. 

HEFT(Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) algorithm [10] is a two stage method. The first phase 

includes prioritizing the tasks such that precedence will be allocated to all tasks. The maximum 

allocated precedence is the value of critical path of that task that is equal with maximum sum of 

execution time and communication time of that node to the exit node. The second stage, the stage 

for choosing the best processors, allocates the tasks on the processors with minimum execution 

time. 

There is an implementation based on Genetic algorithm (GA) for job scheduling on 

computational grids with a dynamic simulation [11]. 5 different parameters and 3 different 

operations are considered in proposed GA method. Finally it would successfully execute the job 

by improving the reliability of the system. 

CPOP (Critical Path on a Processor)algorithm [10]is the same as HEFT but it applies some 

changes in any phase. In the first phase, called tasks precedence, there is used minimum and 

maximum precedence. Maximum precedence is the same as previous algorithm but minimum 

precedence equals with sum of execution time and communication time between entry tasks until 

the current one. 

Proposed algorithm in [12] uses virtualization technique to combine the advantages of standard 

algorithms such as shortest processing time and earliest deadline first. With the help of 

virtualization a dynamic user defined environment is created, so after encountering unavailability 

of resources, the possibility of rejecting a job is so low. Hybrid usage of virtual and physical 

scheduling would reduce the overhead in creating virtual machine. 

4.ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic alternative for solving the complicated 

optimization problems[13]. The base of this algorithm is based on the mass movement of ants in 

the nature. To attain to the food, initially, an ant begins randomly moving and along its route, it 

will leave a material called pheromone [14]. Passing the time, it will increase its content to such 

extent that resulted in using the same route by other ants to attain their goal.  

ACO was expressed for the first time in a PhD thesis for solving the problem of hawker seller 

[15]. In this problem we are going to find the shortest route in the weighted graph such that all 

nodes can be met only once. In this problem, ants will be put on different nodes of graph. Any ant 

may choose its next node randomly and by calculating the special probability function according 

to equation (1). In any repeat in the problem, such choices will be continued to such extent that all 

nodes could be surveyed. 
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Where artificial ant K in node i will choose node j, with probable value ����, ��. In addition, 

η��, �� �  �
)�
,�� is a heuristic function where, *��, �� is he distance between two towns i and j. +
� 

indicates the neighborhoods of node i where ant K has not yet met it. ���, ��is also indicating the 

rate of pheromone existing in the route. Meanwhile, the rate of pheromone present in a route may 

not be remained in the same size and may be changed according to equation (2) [8]. 

���, �� �  , . ���, �� -. ∆���
,��
/

�0�
                                                                 �2� 

 

Where ρ is the evaporation rate of pheromone and m is the number of ants.The ∆���
,��which is 

equal with the size of ants remained, will be calculated according to equation (3). 

∆���
,�� � 23� , �4 567��, ���8 98	* :; 5<� =
0, ?�@	6A�8	      �3� C 

 

According to Elitist algorithm, at the end of choosing whole nodes by any ant, the ant that could 

find the best rout allowed to be updated [16]. It must be noted that in all problems that are being 

solved by any way using antcolony optimization, choosing the parameters is very important. 

5.PROPOSED METHOD 

In the algorithm provided in this paper, after preparing and making the graph together with 

preparing the initial parameters, the movement of ants will be started in different iterations.Any 

transferring movements of ants have been comprised from 2 stages. 

• Choosing the next task that must beexecuted. 

• Finding the best processor for the task chosen in the previous stage. 

After any ant allocated all tasks existing in the graph to the processors, there will be conducted a 

local pheromone updating operation along the route. Then, at the end of any repetition where all 

ants passed whole route, once the global pheromone update will be executed on the best route 

found among whole routes passed by ants. At the end of all iterations, finally the optimal route 

will be selected according to the best evaluation function as well as reaching more fault 

toleration. 

5.1. Different states for a task 

A task in the proposed alternative may have 5 different states: not scheduled, schedulable, 

scheduled, running, finished. 
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5.2. Choosing the task after the current one 

 
With probability function of (4) any ant will be transferred from task�
 to task�� and selects it. 

�D�
 , ��E � FGD�&,�HEIJK  .FLD�&,�HEIMK
∑ FGD�&,�NEIJK  .FLD�&,�NEIMKNOP&'

* Uniform [0...1]             (4) 

+
�is the set of tasks that is from the current task�
 in the ant K in the schedulable state. This 

means that all their parents have been put in the finished state. In this function, �D�
, ��E is 

considered equal with the rate of pheromone present between two tasks�
 and �� and consider the 

���
, ��� equal with the size of Blevel(tj). In any DAG, Bottom-level (Blevel) of node ��equals 

with the weight of longest route of node �� to exit node. This weight includes computation time of 

node as well as communication time on the edges of graph[17]. The reason for choosing Blevel 

(��) as heuristic function is that the more is this value, it means this node is located in an improper 

state based on schedule and must be chosen earlier. The value of Blevel (��) is calculated 

retrospectively and in time O(t+e) where, t is the number of tasks and e is the number of graph 

edges. As indicated in equation (1), the size of probable function after calculation is multiplied in 

a uniform distribution between zero and one. This ensures that for choosing the next tasks in 

comparison with usual ant colony algorithm, we may not get involved in the local minimum. 

Because the size considered for β1 depends on the number of iterations, consider β1=In (Iteration 

Number). 

5.3. Choosing the processor for selected task 

After choosing ��, ant must find the best existing processor based on following probable function 

for scheduling to this task. The name of this processor is Q�. 

�D��, Q�E � FGD�H,RHEIJS  .FLD�H,RHEIMS
∑ FGD�H,RNEIJS  .FLD�H,RNEIMSNOP&'

*Uniform [0...1]   (5) 

In this function, �D�
, Q�E is the size of pheromone between task �� and processor Q�. It must be 

mentioned that initial pheromone between task-task as well as between task-processor can be 

considered differently. For heuristic function between task�� and processor Q� we have: 

�D��, Q�E �  �
TUD�H,RHEVW���U��H�         (6) 

 

WhereSentTDt]Eis equal with the time when immediately after being selected the taskt] will be 

sent to the processor for schedule. The value of FTDt], p]E is when the running of tasktj has been 

finished on processor Q�and will be calculated according to equation (7). 

`aD��, Q�E =StartTime (Q��+ ETC (��, Q��                                           (7) 
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Because, the time when there isschedulable task�� ,might be after the time when the processor 

Q�has been released (ready time), therefore the value of StartTime(pj) will be calculated by 

following equation. 

StartTime ( Q��  = Max(ReadyTime(Q�� , b	<�a���) ) +Max(ParentsCommCost (��� , �� �           �8� 

Where the value of StartTime (Q�) will be finally summed by the maximum value of 

communication time between parent nodes �� and the node itself by which the time for 

transferring the data among the tasks can also be applied in the calculation. The same as equation 

(4), the value of probable function task-processor can also be multiplied in the uniform 

distribution. 

5.4. Local Update of Pheromone 

The local update of pheromone means after any ant at the end of its activity could allocate all 

tasks to the existing resources, there will be executed a pheromone update operation both between 

task-task and between task- processor. Therefore, in any iteration, there will be conducted local 

updating of pheromone equaled the size of ants. According to equation (9), one can state that any 

new value of pheromone has been comprised from the summation of two items. Remaining is the 

same value of previous changed pheromone and Deposit is the size of new left pheromone. 

New-pheromone = Remaining + Deposit    (9) 

5.4.1. Local updating the task-task 

Such updating will be studied in two states. The pheromone between current task, �
, and selected 

task, ��, is determined according to equation (10): 

remaining= 
 GD�&,�HE d ��Ve�

TUD�H,RHEVW���U��H� 

 (10) deposit = 
)�Rfg
�h�i#j��k�
TUD�H,RHEVW���U��H�    

�D�
, ��Eis the initial pheromone between two tasks�
 and ��. ρ is the constant index of pheromone 

evaporation. Deposit Influence is a constant index for deposit depending on the growth of 

remaining pheromone. In the second state, i.e. pheromone between task�
and other tasks��, it is 

obvious that it is only the pheromone that must be evaporated. In this paper, the pheromone 

evaporation in this state is according to equation (11). 

remaining= 
G��&,�'�d��Ve�

lf//lfg���&,�'�m�nopqPrsdqptu�vwux��ywt'Prs
 

deposit = 0                                                     (11) 

 

Where ProcNum and TaskNum are the number of processors and number of tasks respectively. 

Cost(path) equals with the cost of the route passed by ant. This cost equals with the time of 

finishing the latest task on related processor. 
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5.4.2. Local updating the task-processor  
 

This state of updating will be studied the same as task-task and in two states between task with 

selected processor and other processors.  Pheromone between current task and selected processor 

will be updated as below: 

remaining= �D�
, ��E * �1 z ,� 
deposit = 

)�Rfg
�h�i#j��k�
TUD�H,RHEVW���U��H�                    (12) 

 

Again, pheromone between tasks with other processors will be evaporated. On the other hand we 

have: 

remaining= �D�
, ��E * �1 z ,� 
deposit = 0               (13) 

 

After local updating at the end of making the solution by any ant, next ants will enjoy the new 

results of pheromone and use it in their solutions. 

 

5.5. Global updating the pheromone  

At the end of making all solutions by ants at the end of iteration, the optimal route will be 

obtained according to 5-6. Here, this route according to the formula of section 5-4 will be updated 

again and called global pheromone updating. 

5.6. Choosing the Optimal Route 

The optimal route among routes passed by ants is a route where firstly in addition, it has the least 

cost or least response time and secondly, it is less possible occurrence of its error comparing with 

other routes. At the end of any iteration, there will be chosen the best route among solutions 

selected by ants. 

5.6.1. The Route with Least Response Time 

The response time of a route in the movements of an ant is when the running of all tasks present 

in DAG will be ended on the scheduled processors. The route with minimum will be selected 

between all ants of iteration for optimal route. 

5.6.2. The Route with Minimum Error Influence  

Among all solutions found by different ants, it is possible to have several minimal response times. 

In this paper, the best answer can be chosen is the answer that distribution of tasks among the 

processors is more balanced than all. This alternative can ensure the reduced grid error influence 

such that by losing one or several processor(s) there is less vulnerability for system. For finding 

the best measure for balancing among the tasks, we will use of variance. The route passed by ant j 

in iteration i, comes with following variance: 
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{56DQ5�@
�E �
∑ �|88Tasks�Q� z �	5<�����K

�	5<  

        Mean=
U�g�%j/
��fk%j/     

         n=ProcNum     (14) 

 

WhereAssTasks(p) is the total number of tasks scheduled to processor p. the less the value of 

variance, the more fair is the load balancing. The value zero or null means the number of tasks 

scheduled to all processors are equal. 

5.7. Finding the Answer 

The final answer will be obtained by comparing the optimal routes for any iteration and selecting 

the best route among them using parameters 5-6-1 and 5-6-2. 

6.LAUNCHING 

For simulating the resource allocation in the grid there were conducted tests using new Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm and Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG). For launching, there 

was used JAVA programming language in EclipsGalilo environment on Windows XP. There was 

used simulating system hardware Pentium 4 (3GHz) with 2GB of RAM.The inputs of this 

algorithm are as bellow: 

• DAG. This graph will be entered into the problem in the framework of a XML file. In this 

graph, there have been indicated the parent- offspring relation, number of tasks, value of 

connection cost between them as well as initial pheromone between the nodes. 

• ETC Matrix. This matrix is also entered to as algorithm input as another XML file 

including the time of running the tasks on the processors and number of processors. 

• The values of α1 and β1 for calculating the task-task probable function; 

• The values of α2 and β2 for calculating the task-processor probable function; 

• Number of ants 

• Number of needed iterations; 

• Evaporation Influence, ρ  

• Deposit influence index 

 

Table (2) indicates the initial values considered for proposed alternative. Figure (2) compared the 

proposed method for solving the task graph problem of figure (1) by two algorithms, HEFT and 

CPOP. 

 

Table 2- Initial values for proposed method 
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In the proposed algorithm, there have been used 30 iterations enjoying 10 ants. As indicated, the 

time cost for scheduling the tasks to the processors in the proposed method is less than two 

similar alternatives. As indicated in figure (2), in the proposed method, based on the way of 

dividing the processors among existing tasks, it is possible to occur less error in the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- Comparing the cost function obtained from HEFT and CPOP 

methods and proposed alternative 

 

Table (3) is indicating the details of best route found regarding to the route cost as well as value 

of minimum variance. In this table,T-T-pheromone is the size of pheromone between task-task 

and T-P-Heuristic is the value of heuristic function of task-processor. Table (4) indicates the sum 

of number of tasks allocated to the processors. For example, the task T7 has been allocated by the 

number of 294 times to P1, 1 time to P2 and 5 times to P3. Figure (3) shows cost function by 

passing the algorithm iteration. This figure indicates that by passing the iterations, despite 

oscillations, we can approach to the optimal answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

HEFT Algorithm(a) AlgorithmCPOP(b) Proposed Algorithm(c) 
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Table 4- Task allocation numbers to processors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P1 P2 P3 

T1 296 0 4 

T2 0 271 29 

T3 42 0 258 

T4 297 2 1 

T5 1 238 61 

T6 4 0 296 

T7 294 1 5 

T8 265 35 0 

T9 0 254 46 

T10 299 0 1 

T11 118 98 85 

Table 3- Details of best route found 
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Figure 3- The value of cost function for best ant per generation 

7.CONCLUSIONS 

According to the problem of resource allocation in the grid, obtained results indicate that 

proposed method is a proper tool for solving this problem. In this paper, the tasks will be entered 

to the resource allocation problem by a DAG. In this DAG, there has been determined the priority 

of running the tasks.Meanwhile, any node has one running time and we considered it equal with 

minimum running time of that task on all processors. We also applied the communication time 

among tasks on the processors on the edges of graphs. In this problem, we applied a changed 

version of antcolony optimization for solving the problem. Any ant, when resource allocation to 

the related processor, has been composed from two different phases for selecting the next task as 

well as finding the best processor for that. To avoid involving in the local minimum, in the 

probable functions of ant colony algorithm, there is used auniform distribution function. 

Meanwhile, for probable functions for any of allocated phases, there was defined a heuristic 

function. In any generation, the best ant has been selected based on minimum cost and minimum 

variance value to reduce the grid tolerability against error. Then we applied our selected solution 

for updating the pheromone. One can consider the automatic and dynamic change of pheromone 

size based on the performance of grid system for the perspective and further studies. Meanwhile, 

it is recommended that there must be studied similar methods in approaches like PSO and CSO 

and compared with proposed approach.  
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